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that of lexis, one has to say that both Spanish and Portuguese, each in
its own way, is a rather eccentric form of Romance.a3 And the most
innovatory Romance varieties of all (those which gave rise to standard
French) certainly belong to the margins of the Romance area, to its
northwestern periphery. Marginality should not therefore be equated
with conservatism. Quite the reverse: the marginality of the Latin vari-
eties which underlie Castilian is one of the factors associated with its
speakers' openness to radical change.

2.5.6 Other models

Our need to visualize complex relationships is intense, so that the
desire for visual models (such as the genealogical tree) to help us
understand the complexities of the distribution of linguistic features is
acute. But no simple model is adequate. The spectrum of visible light is
a possible model for geographical variation, or for any single one of the
many social parameters alongwhich linguistic variation occurs, since it
consists of an infinitely gradated range of wave-lengths which is arbi
trarily segmented by the human eye into the 

'seven' 
colours of the

rainbow. However, the rainbow is essentially a one-dimensional
model, and language variation is multidimensional. When we come to
consider the standard languages of the Peninsula and their relationship
with non-standard varieties (7.3),we shall use the model of the roof or
cupola, eloquently expounded by Virvaro ( I 99 I ); the roof represents a
standard language and covers a discrete area beneath which non-
standard varieties are spread in their interlocking fashion. In modern
Europe, contiguous roofs rypically abut sharply upon each other, while
at ground level the most unpretentious varieties usually pay no atten-
tion to the joins between roofs but interlock seamlessly across fron-
tiers. Such a model is complex (and therefore lacks the immediate
appeal of simple models). But language is multidimensional and is dis-
tortedby any one-dimensional or two-dimensional model.

-

3 Mechonisms of chonge

Language history is predicated upon the notion that most linguistic

change is regular;what this implies is that all the words, phrases, or other

units which are candidates for a Particular change are in fact affected by

it in a given speech communiry. Although there are great difficulties in

definingwhat is a speech communiry and although, as we shall see when

we lookat lexical diffirsion (Section 3.5), changes do not affect all eligible

items at once and some words may not be affected at all, nevertheless it

remains true that many if not most changes oPerate in a remarkably

regular way with all eligible units being affected, in a given place, in a

measurable period of time. It may seem paradoxical that this regulariry

is particularly observable when there are many items eligible for change.

For example, we can be fairly sure that in all the words inherited by

Spanish through oral transmission from Latin and which in Latin con-

tained an intervocalic [t] (e.g.,ActTUs 
'sharp', 

cenrArus 
'sung') there

occurred the same process of voicing and fricatization which produced

[6] in Spanish (agado, cantado). By contrast, it is when there are few words

which display the feature which is subject to change that we find the

greatest irregulariry. Thus, there is only a small grouP of words which in

Latin presented the combination Nc followed by a front vowel and

which have been inherited by Spanish (e.g., TANcERE 
'to 

touch',

crxclva 
'gum', quincrNri 'five hundred'), yet this small grouP pro-

vides evidence of three different developments: [p] (nfiu),lnof (enc{a),

fnl(quinientos).1We shall be offering a possible explanation for this kind

of fragmented development in Section 3,1,6, but we should not lose

sight of the fact that every linguistic change, however regular or irregu-

lar, presupposes a lengthy chain of imitations of one speakerby another.

This chapter is concerned with this kind of imitation, the process by

which change spreads through social groups, and how the composition

of such groups can affect who imitates whom.

In the second half of the twentieth century, linguists reached

unanimiry thatnot only changebut also variationis inherentinhuman
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language. While it has longbeen clear that change leads to variation, it

is bicoming gradually more clear that language change is dependent

upon (some would say caused by) linguistic variation. This is not the

pi... ro enrer into the continuing and fascinating debate about the

ultimate causes of linguistic change; this debate can be followed in, for

example, Aitchison (1991), Kiparsky (19s8), Lass (1980), or Milroy

(lgg1), each writing from a different perspective. However, there is

one major distinction which needs to be made at this point, for the

sake of clariffing all the later discussion in this chapter; this is the vital

distinction befween, on the one hand, the cause and establishment of

some change in a particular social group, and, on the other hand, the

spread of such a change through the community'

We shall be concerned here with the second of these rwo phe-

nomena, the spread of change through geographical and social space.

In doing so, we shall need to keep an important principle in mind,

namely that almost all changes are spread through face-to-face conver-

sation berween individuals, as a result of which one individual adapts

some aspecr of his or her speech to that of the other, and then, at least

sometimes, passes on the newly acquired item to another individual.2

Until the introduction of mass rnedia, such as radio and television, it is

axiomatic that all linguistic changes were spread in this face-to-face

manner, but even in the global electronic village, it is far from clear

that these media are responsible for spreading much change. They

may be responsible for introducing new concePts to listeners and

viewers, together with the appropriate new terminology, and they

may even occasionally cause hearers to replace some existing item

with a more fashionable item (for example, of vocabulary or pronun-

ciation), although even this is open to dispute, on the grounds that the

media may only reinforce items which a speaker has heard in face-to-

face conversation. But it is far from being evident that the media have

any more profound effect oh the way peoPle speak, and until more

work is done in this area, we are safe to assume that the vast majoriry

of changes are spread through person-to-person interaction.

3.1 Diolect contoct

Uriel Weinreich (I95i) began an important series of studies into the

mutual effects exercised upon one another by languages which are in

contact, namely in bilingual communities, and helped to define the
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kinds of adaptation processes which are to, be expected- in such

situations. tutore r...nily, such srudy hasbeen extended to include situ-

ations in which the varieties in contact are not mutually unintelligible

langUages but dialects which offer comPlete or substantial mutual

intettigiUility to their resPective speakers. An important example of this

work is thai of Peter Trudgilt (1986), which establishes that the main
' 

.ff.ct of contact between speakers of such mutually intelligible

dialects is short-te tm Accommodation, which may become long-term

adjustment.

3.1.1 Accommodation

It is becoming increasingly clear that all speakers of all languages are

subject ,o ,J*. degree of accommodation. That is, every speaker

adjusts his or h., speech (by selection of certain items rather than

others) to the ,p...h of the person or persons he or she is talking with'

It is a commorexperienc. thrt some individuals adjust their speech in

this way more than others do, but we probably all make some short-

term adjustments of this kind during conversation' Accommodation of

speech becomes more obvious when an individual goes to live in

another part of the same country or to another country where the same

language is spoken; again there are different degrees of speech-adjust-

ment on the Part of srr.h spe"kers, some retaining almost all the fea-

tures of their native rr"ri.ry, others aPparently adjusting completely to

their new speech environment, and most falling between these

exrremes. In- the last decade, it has been recognized that contact

berween speakers of mutually intelligible varieties may lead to broader

effects; features which are adopted as a result of adjustment in face-to-

face interacrion between individuals who speak different varieties may

come to be used even between individuals neither of whom once used

that feature. An example relevant to Spanish would be that of a couple

who emigrate from central Spain to Spanish America' At first such

speakers Jf Spanish would obserlre the contra st I O I vs / s / (that is' they

would remain non-seseante speakers, distinguishing caza from casa)

whether speaking to one anotier or to others, but then can be expected

' to adop t a seseontepronunciation in at least some words when talking to

local people. The crucial next step comes when the Spanish couple

begin using seseantepronunciation berween themselves, probably first

in the ..r.-of *ordslhey have only come across in their new environ-

menr, but later possibly also in *otdt they have always used' Although
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this process is not an inevitable one, and some individuals are much

-or. open to it than others, it seems likely that this is the mechanism by

which change is propagated fi'om individual to individual, even in

contact situations where there is something closer to numerical balance

befween the groups who use contrasting features' In this way' a feature

whichbegins as a temPorary adjustment in face-to-face interaction may

.lr.nturlly come to be adopted by an entire speech communiry'

Almost all the systematic work on which accommodation theory

is based has been carried our in the Germanic-speaking world, most

frequently as a result of observation of contactbetween mutually intel-

tigible varieties of English, for example in new towns' Tiudgill (tfSO:

1-82), exptoiting .rii., work by Giles (1973)' uses English and

Scandinaviat dri. to identifr the factors which accelerate or restraln

linguistic adaptation in conditions of face-to-face contact' Most of the

d.L ,r. phonetic and phonological, but the conclusions drawn are

probably not resrricted to these domains. They are that particularly

salientitems are the ones most readily adapted to, and that salience can

be measured in rerms of a number of factors, which include the fol-

lowing: contribution to phonological contrast, relationship to orthog-

raphy, degree of phonetic ditrerence, and different incidence of shared

phonemes. In tnrn, such findings help us to understand why certain

features, rather than others' are more readily transmitted through geo-

graphical and social sPace.

Permanent adjustment resulting from dialect contact is particu-

larly relevant to spanish, since from at least the tenth century there has

been constant *i*irrg, in the Peninsula and in America, of speakers of

mutually comprehensible varieties of Hispano-Romance, followed

lone pr.rrr-.g by the emergence of new dialects. Throughout the

period of the R..o,,q,,.st of l,l"mic Spain, during the colonization of

America, and during rrr. resettlement of sephardicJews in the Balkans

and other areas, .r.* .o*-unities were constantly being formed' con-

sistingof speakers drawn from different dialectalbackgrounds' We can

therefore expect that the same kinds of lingUistic processes observable

today in newly established communities, such as new towns, will also

have occurred in medieval castile, in Andalusia, in colonial America'

and in the cities to which the SpanishJews emigrated'

when speakers of different varieties come into long-term

contact, the normal result is, at first, fairly chaotic dialect mixture in

which a large number of variant features are in competition' This

range of variants may include some which were not present in any of
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the varieties which contribute to the mixture; such forms are referred

to as cases of interdialect (3,1.2). The range of variation is then gradu-

ally reduced, leading to the creation of a new dialect, one which differs

in some degree ftJm a[ those that entered into the mixture' The

precise me.t"rrisms by which dialect mixture leads to the formation of

a new dialect have beln identified as: level1ing of linguistic differences

(3.1.3), simptifcation of linguistic systems (3.1.4), hypucorrection (see

also t.i), ^ia"nyprraialectalim(3,tr.5).3 Even after the formation of the

new dialect, a process sometimes called koinazatiolt' some competing

variants (originally from separate varieties) may survive'a Where this is

the case, such variants are frequently subje ct to reallocd;tion' that is to

say rhat what were once g.ogt"phically determined variants may be

redistributed in such a way that they become social or stylistic variants'

We shall examine reallocation in Section 3'l'6'

3.1.2 Interdialect

As we have just seen, interdialectalisms are variants which arise under

conditions of dialecr contact and which do not belong to any of the

varieties which have contributed to the mixture' Most frequently such

variants are intermediate befween the variants in competition'

Although most of the studies which have revealed interdialectalism

(see Trudgill f lAO) are based on phonological data, where the notion of

intermediate is usually interpreted to mean'physiologically intermedi-

ate', there seems to be no reason in principle to limit interdialectalism

to the phonological domain, and therefore it seems we should expect

dialect mixing to produce, say, morphological or syntactical v-ariants

which are novel ,rrd irrr.r-ediate between those that existed before the

mixture came into being. Such interdialectal forms are, it would seem'

by no means always .liriin"t.d through subsequent processes of level-

ling, and ,rr"y ,nrrrive as stable variants of the emerging speech variety

In Section 4.I.Z.3rwe shall consider a possible case of syntactical inter-

dialectalism, one which arguabty gives rise to the present system of

third-person atonic prorro.rn reference in old castile and Madrid'

It is especially iifficult to sustain a claim that a given development

in the past was due to interdialectalism resulting from dialect contact'

since such a claim amounts to attemPting to prove a negative, namely

that the feature in question did not occur in any of the varieties which

contributed to the mixture being studied. we may strongly suspect that

an innovation arose in this way, but we lack the data to demonstrate
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that the fearure was not already present, but unrecorded, in the speech

of one or more of the groups coming into contact. We shall therefore

limit our discussion of interdialectalism in the history of Spanish to the

case outlined above'

3.1.3 Levelling: early modern Spanish

Studies of modern dialect mixing (e.g., Trudgill 1986: 98-102) reveal

that in the generations which follow the establishment of a new com-

munity (or dramatic expansion of an existing communiry through

massive influx of speakers of related dialects) there takes place a

process of increas ingfocusing. That is, the range of variants is reduced,

ihrough levelling and simplification (3.r.4). It would seem that, in the

first generation after dialect mixing, such levelling occurs only in face-

to-face conversation with speakers of other dialects, usually by avoid-

ance of those features which represent the most marked or noticeable

differences between the dialects in contact. However, later genef ations

may nor make any use of such marked variants, in which case those

p"riicula, cases of levellingbecome established as part of the speech of

the whole communirY.
It can be argued that cases of levelling are very frequent in the

history of Spanish. Both the phonology and the morphology of the

modern language are notably simpler than those of most other vari-

eties of Romance, and perhaps offer fewer contrasts than any other

variery at all. This relative simplicity has been caused by the repeated

dialect mixing which has occurred among central Hispano-Romance

varieries, from the beginning of the Christian Reconquest of the

peninsula onwards. We shall examine here a number of cases of lin-

guistic levelling observable in the history of late medieval and early

modern Spanish, and attempt to reinterpret them in the light of the

theoretical insights produced by modern studies of dialect contact.

3.1.3.1 The Old SPanish sibilants

The history of the reduction of the six medieval Spanish sibilants to

only three in central and northern Spain, and to two elsewhere, has

been intensively studied.s The facts of the case can be stated succinctly:

during the sixteenrh century, prestigious varieties of Spanish give evi-

dence of a series of mergers affecting the sibilant sub-system, which

(leaving aside / tJl, which underwent no change) consisted of the six

units shown in Table 3.1, illustrated with typical words shown in their
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v o  I c E L E S  S V O I C E D

kble 3.1

Pre-palatal fricative lIl caxa'box' l3l muger 
'woman'

Ap ico- alveolar frica tive' lsl passo 'step' lzl casa 
'house'

Dental fricativeb lsl caga 'hunt' I gl dezir'say'

" These phonemes were of the retroflex t)?e, like the surviving /s/ of the central andnorthern

Peninsula.
b These dental (laminal) fricatives resulted from earlier afticates.

Lote-medievol sibilonts in Sponish

usual contemporary orthography. By contrast, it is known that in Old

Castile and adjacent areas (Alonso L962a), already in the Middle Ages,

certain varieties had allowed the voiced phonemes to merge with the

voiceless, with voiceless result. The reasons offered for this merger do

not concern us here, but include Basque substratum effects, and level-

ling rooted in morphology (Penny 1993).

Following its establishment as the capital of Spain in 1561, Madrid

grew dramatically, and its population, previously that of a small to

medium-sized town, mushroomed in a few decades. Madrid was the
'new town' of sixteenth-century Spain, and the immigrants who con-

tributed to its expanded population would have been drawn predomi-

nantly from the north, since the north of the Peninsula had always been,

and continued to be until recent times, the main source of surplus popu-

lation. Many of these new settlers in Madrid, it can be speculated,

brought with them varieties of Castilian in which the voiced and voice-

less sibilants had merged, with voiceless results, while the existing poPu-

lation and any immigrants from further south would be users of the

traditional system. Knowing what is now known about the effects of

dialect mixing in rwentieth-century new towns, it is not hard to imagine

that the linguistic effects of the demographic expansion of Madrid

included levelling of the two main sibilant sub-systems that were

brought into competition there. No doubt levelling was preceded by a

fairly chaotic flux of competing forms, in which words like muger, casa,

dezir were pronounced by some with a voiced and by others with a

voiceless intervocalic consonant, and in which speakers adjusted their

pronunciation only in face-to-face interaction with users of the other

phonological pattern. But, by the second or third generation at most,

preference for the voiceless pronunciation became general, for the
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V O I C E L E S S

Pre-palatal fricative lll caxa'box' muger'woman

Apico-alveolar fricative lsl passo 
'steP' cAsA'house

Dental fricative Itrl caga'hunt' dezir'say

Toble 3.2 Lor" ritt""nth-century sibilonts in Sponish

following reasons. First, there may well have been more speakers who

used onlyvoiceless sibilants than speakers who contrasted voiceless with

voiced, since the new population seems to have been drawn predomi

nantly from the north, ,rrd *arry areas of the northern Peninsula had by

this ime probably abandoned voiced sibilants. Although we cannot

hope ro reconstrrr.t th. demography of sixteenth-century Madrid, and

although numerical superioriry of speakers ol 
:lt 

variety over others is

not thJcrucial decidirrg ft.tot in the results of dialect contact' we cannot

ignore the possibiliry- that voiced sibilants in late sixteenth-century

Madrid constituted the matkedvariant, one which was salient because of

its oddiry. Secondly and perhaPs more importantly, all speakers used

voiceless sibilants, uot ot ly ro-. had previously used voiced sibilants' so

that the all-voiceless solution was phonologically simpler (see 3'1'4)'

Finally, rhe number of minimal pairs which were sustained by the con-

trast of each voiced sibilant with its voiceless counterpart seems to have

been extremely small, so that the adoption of the voiceless-only variant

scarcely impeded communication, if at all'6

It is presumably in this way that a feature of pronunciation which

had previously characterized low-prestige varieties of castilian' princi-

pally from the rural north, came to gain ground in the capital' For

;;y decades, the prestige norm, still for many people enshrined in the

,p...h of Toledo, continued to maintain the earlier phonemic con-

trasts. However, careful scrutiny of the data, by Amado Alonso (1967b'

lg6g)and others, has shown that the new pronunciation found its way

fairly rapidly into elegant usage in the capital and elsewhere and estab-

lished itself as rhe nol-, probably by the end of the sixteenth century

(Table 3.2). Alater (or overlapping; ihange ro rhis system, in which the

pre-palatal phoneme was velarized to lil or /h I and (in central and

norrhern spain) the dental was interdentalizedrc lgl, gave the result

shown in Table 3,3,inwhich the illustrative words are shown in their

modern sPelling.
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v o r c E L B S S

Velar fricative lxl cajabox' mujer'woman'

Apico-alveolar fricative lsl pao 
'steP' c4s4'house'

lnterdental fricative lgl caza'hunt' dear'say

ftble 3.3 Modern Sponish sibilonls

lll

L A T I N O L D  S P A N I S H

FI  LARE fltr= lhrlful 
'to sPin'

renur,Ans fablar = I hallfu l' to sPeaH

r tuu fumo = /htmo/ 'smoke'

3.4 D"""lopt"nttoOld Sponish of words disploying r-

Old Spanish /h/
ny the late Middle Ages, it is likety that everywhere in castile the glottal

piorr.-. lhl hadiispla.ed ."rli., labiodental lfl in words whose

Latin ancesrors displayed initial r-, and that this lhl had progressed

into that part of Andalusia so far reconquered and was progressing into

Murcia. This development is exemplified in Table 3.4, showing the

usual medieval graphfto represent /h/. This success of what is agreed

to be a northern f."tor. *"r no doubt due, in large part, to the resettle-

menr of southern areas by speakers from northern old castile (the

main area where this change originated)' or to the resolution of varia-

tion in sourhern sfain b.ri..n 7hl lbtonght by speakers from north-

ern old castite) and lf l(broughtby others or continuedby speakers of

sourhern Hispano-Romance (i.e.,'Mozarabic; see 4'l'1)) in favour of

the old castilian variant /h/. contemporary with this north-south

spreadoflhl, therewaslateralspreadofthephonemeintoLeonese
and Aragonese territories, not 

"pp.,.,'tly 
mediated by movement of

populationanddialectmixing,butbythemorefrequentmechanismof
person-by-person imitation of 

" 
f.r*re radiating out from old castile

(see 3.2 andl.5)-'
The development which interests us here is the subsequent success

oflhl-droppingaphenomenonwhichmayhavemoreancientorigins
but which gains siguificant attention in the middle of the sixteenth
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cenrury, when interested observers contrast the speech of Old Castile,

where /h/ is lost, from that of the prestige centre, Toledo, where /h/ is

retained. It appears that, very rapidly, in the second half of the sixteenth

century, lhl-dropping became acceptable. Why should this feature,

associated with what was by this time a culturally peripheral area, have

prospered? After all, to take a comparable case from another European

language, standard British English shows no sign of adopting lhl-drop-

ping, despite the fact that the large majority of non-standard varieties

show loss of earlier /h/.

The answer again appears to lie in the results of dialect mixture in

sixteenth-century Madrid. As we have seen (3.r.3.f), the dramatic

demographic expansion of the new capital after 156l brings an influx

of northerners into Madrid, and many of the new arrivals would have

come from lhl-dropping areas. They thus introduced into urban

Spanish what had up till then been a disregarded provincialism. But

introduction does not guarantee success, since /h/-dropping must

have competed with / h / -retention in the dialect mixture created by the

expansion of Madrid. But what we know about the normal patterns of

development which follow dialect mixing helps us to explain the

success of lhl -dropping.

Although we cannot establish what was the demographic balance

between lhl -droppers and /h/-retainers, relative numbers are not, we

recall, the most important factor in determining the outcome of com-

petition between variants. Levelling can take place even in favour of a

minoriry variant, although in this case it is possible that lhl-droppers

were in the majority. More important is the fact that levelling usually

disfavours marked variants (tudgill 1986: 126), and-use of /h/ was

clearly a highly noticeable feature. Equally relevant, levelling can be

expected to favour linguistically simpler variants, and it is evident that

/hi -dropping varieties are phonologically simpler than their competi-

tors. /h/-retaining varieties need to keep separate two classes of words

(shown in Table 3.5 with their modern spellings), which can be

conflated by I hl -droppers.8 Of course, the /h/-less solution would be

unlikely to gain ground in the communiry if it were to impede com-

munication. But this is scarcely the case; once again, there are few if

any cases where homonymic clash is brought about by lhl-dropping.e

3.r.3.3 The merger of Old Spanish /b/ and /p/

A similar argument can be deployed in the case of the merger of the

two Old Spanish voiced labial consonants as has been used in the case
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Words with /h/ Wbrds withoat /h/

hilar'to spin' igual'equal'

hf'o'son historia 'story

hiel'bile' hielo'ice'

henchir 'to 
fill' ernpezar 'to 

begin

herid.o 'wounded' 
helnr 

'to 
freeze'

hablar 'to 
speak' ala'wing'

hacha'axe fuibito 'habir'

hoja'leaf' oW'to smell'

hongo'mushroom' hombre'man'

lumo 'smoke'
uno one

huir'toflee' humiWe 'humble'

Words with ond without /h/ inconservotive
sixteenlh-century vorieties of Costilion

of the sibilants and in rhe case of lhl-dropping, although here we lack
. some of the abundance of chronological and geographical data which
have been unearthed in connection with the previously discussed
changes.to

on the basis of data drawn from rhyming verse, it can be estab-
lished that until the fifteenth century in spain, rhe rwo lerrers b and v
indicated distinct phonemes; rhe firsr was mosr probably a voiced bi-
labial plosive, while the second was a voiced fricative. To judge by the
absence today of voiced labiodentals across rhe whol. .rorth oi th.
Peninsula, and in Gascony, it seems likely that the voiced fricative
phoneme was a bilabial in many, if not all, northern areas, while the
southern half of the Peninsula was probably occupied by a labiodental
variant, linking the surviving areas of /v/which are ro be found in
Southern catalan and in central and southern portuguese. If this dis-
tribution of variants is the correct one, we can summ anzeit in Table
3.6. In all parts of the Peninsula, then, the distinctive feature which sep-
arated the fwo phonemes under discussion was that of manner of artic-
ulation (plosive vs fricative). However, in those areas where this was the
only distinctive feature, namely in the north, the rwo phonemes were
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P L O S I V E F R I C A T I V E

Northern Peninsula lbl cabe 'it fits' lpl cave 'he digs (subj.)'

Southern Peninsula lb/ cabe 'it fits lv I cave 'he digs (subj.)'

Toble 3.6 Voiced lobiolphonemes in medievolspoin

Northern Peninsula lb / cabe'it fits' : ccye'he digs (subj.)'

Southern Peninsula lbl cabe 
'itfits' 

# lvl cwe'hedigs(subj.)'

Toble 3.7 Voiced lobiolphonemes in lote medieuol Spoin

increasingly neutralized,leading to total merger, with allophonic varia-
tion berween [b] and [B], by about the fifteenth century (Penny 1976;see
Table 3.7). The fact that the northern solution has triumphed in all areas
to which Castilian was extended (including the whole of America), with

the sole exception of some Judeo-Spanish varieties (see 6.3.2(3)), sug-

gests that the competition in southern Spain berween the traditional

system (/b/ vs I v I ) andthe newly introduced system (/b/ alone) led to

rapid levelling in favour of the northern rype.tt The reason why level-
ling took place in favour of the northern system rather than the south-

ern is no doubt the same as that we have seen in the case of

sibilant-merger and lhl-dropping: the northern system was simpler,

and its adoption posed little or no threat to communication, since the

number of minimal pairs sustained by the lbl-lvl contrast (or the

earlier northern contrast berween lb I and /B/) was very small.

3.1.4 Simplification: the result of the territorial expansion of

Castilian

The simplification which takes place in the wake of dialect mixing is

closely related to levelling, since levelling usually favours the simpler or
the simplest of the competing variants. What is notable about

simplification, however, is that it may occur even if the simpler variant
belongs to a variety or varieties used by a minority of speakers in the

new community (Trudgill 1986: 102-7). What is claimed in this chapter

is that the variery which we know as standard Spanish has emerged
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from a series of dialect mixtures, and has undergone repeated new_
dialect formation or koineizarion, beginning at least as early as the ninth
cenrury (see 3.3 for further developmenr of this idea). In that century
we see the beginnings of the castilian reconquest of central spain, in
the resettlement of the Burgos area, a process which brought in speak_
ers of a number of Romance varieties from regions such as cantabria,
immediately to the north. The next major rt.p was the advance inro
New castile and the recovery of Toledo in the late eleventh century
whereupon a new series of dialect contacts took place, involving not
only varieries which had earlier emerged in old castile linclJdingperhaps the most prestigious, that o-f Burgos) but Leonese and
Mozarabic varieties, together with some frori more distant parts of
the Peninsula, and even beyond. The kointwhich emerged from rhar
mixrure was to form the basis of the thirteenth-century Alfonsine stan-
dard (see chapter 7), but the process of mixing was repeated at each
major stage of the Reconquest, most notably next in seville, recon_
quered in the mid-thirteenrh century and the destination of an enor_
mous influx of people from all over the peninsula, a migration which
resulted in a further process of dialect mixture and th-e focusing or
kointization which produced the distinctively Andalusian varieties of
spanish' Later migrations (to the canaries, io Granada after 1492, to
the Balkans, and to the Americas) all gave rise to new contact situa_
tions, with at least some of the ."p..t.d linguistic outcomes, namely
levelling and simplification. However, these later d"ialect mixrures took
place in a period when the prestige of the castilian standard was
increasing, so that the solutions adopted in each new community were
not always those predictable by sociolinguisric theory but were 1at least
in part) determined by adherence to the prestige norm (see 7.1).12

If we conrrasr the phonological ,rra -orlhologicar srru*ures of
castilian with those of peninsular varieties which li.rr. ,rot emerged
from successive stages of dialect contact, we note that such .unmixed,
varieties show markedly grearer complexiry A case in point is provided

!r 
tt. varieties spoken in Asturia, 

"nd 
cantabria, regions of northern

spain which, until the nineteenth century received little or no immi-
gration; on the contrary, they were a continual source of emigration.
The traditional speech varieties used in these regions, which do not
result from dialect mixing, are more complex than those of castilian, in
at least the following ways (see Garcia Arias rggg): mosr Asturian and
cantabrian varieties show a system of five unstressed final vowels, by
contrast with the three of castilian; the metaphonic raising of stressed
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vowels, in anticipation of a high final, with all the morphological and

semantic information this phenomenon usually carries, is present in

many Asturian and Cantabrian varieties, but is entirely absent from

Castilian; the morphological expression of 
'countability' (the use of

separate formatives to rePresent countable referents, from those used

to represent uncountable or mass concepts) is common throughout

Asturias and neighbouring areas' but has no counterPart in Castilian

(Penny 1970b). Since a considerable proportion, but not all, of those

who settled Burgos after its reconquest in 884 came from Cantabria, it

can be assumed that the features just considered belonged initially to

their speech but were lost in favour of simpler alternants, as a result of

the first episode of dialect mixingin the history of Spanish.

Thelmp[cation, from the standpoint of sociolinguistic theory, of

rhe view that Spanish results from repeated phases of dialect mixing, is

that Castilian has undergone more simplification (and levelling) pro-

cesses than other Romance varieties. It has frequently been noted that

the phonology of spanish is simpler, and its morphology more regular,

than those of the other standard Romance varieties; and these charac-

terizations of structural simplicity also hold true if one comPares

spanish with the large majority of non-standard Romance varieties.

The merger of the perfect auxiliaries

Old Spanish, like most other Romance varieties, inherited from spoken

Latin a double series of verbal auxiliaries, used with Past participles to

provide a series of paradigms including present perfect, pluperfect,

iurrrr. perfect, etc. (Penny l99la: t4l-4). On the one hand was the

descend"nt of the Latin verb nesso, at first in Latin used onlywith the

participle of a transitive verb in such constructions as HABEo cENal\'{

peR.[.rerra (lit. 
'l have the meal (and it is) prepared'). In such construc-

tions HABEO retained its full lexical value ('I possess, I have with me'),

and required an overt direct object (here cExeu), to which the partici

pl. *a, appended as a modifier, agreeing with it in case, gender and

number.t, Already in spoken varieties of Latin, it is reasonably clear

that HABEo began to lose its full lexical value, that is, it was weakened

in sense in such a way that the notion of possession was affenuated,

perhaps via that of metaphorical possession, until itbecame essentially

, gr.--"tical particle indicating the tense and aspect of the total con-

strucdon, as well as the Person and number of the grammatical

subject.ra However, in the medieval period, the Spanish perfect 
_(he

cantado, etc.) retains a number of the features which had belonged to

3 . 1 . 4 . r
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this construction in Latin: it was apPropriate, in essence' for ffansitive

verbs only, and the participle, at least sometimes, continued to agree in

gender and number with the direct object'

By contrast with the he cantddoperfect, many non-transitive verbs

in medieval Spanish offered the type sonvenido.s'they have come" This

structure alrnost certainly descends from the perfect paradigm of Latin

deponent verbs, in which the past participle (which agrees in gender

"nd 
number with rhe grammatical subject) is accompanied by the aux-

iliary sUM 
'I am' (e.g., NATUS sut"t 

'I 
was born', whence Old Spanish so

nndo'l have been born').tt This pattern was evidently extended in

spoken Latin to include the perfect (and other tenses) of manyintransi-

tive verbs, such as verbS expressing movement, existence, etc', as well

as to reflexive and reciprocal constructions involving transitives.

All Romance languages show some blurring of the categories of

verbs requiring each of the auxiliaries descended respectively from

HABEo and suM.16 For example, the subjectless verbs which indicate

weather conditions everywhere unexpectedly allow HABEo as the auxil-

iary, sometimes beside surra (e.g., Old and Modern Spanish hallovido'it

has rained', ltalian t or ha nevicato'it has snowed'). However, Spanish is in

advance of other Romance varieties in the simplification of this part of

its grammar, by allowing the total obliteration of the sur'a perfectby the

. HABro perfeci during i6. Uiaale Ages.rT There is no evidence' for

example, that Spanish verbs expressing existence ever had a suM perfect '

(we always fi"i he sido, han estado, ha quedado, etc.), by contrast with

most other Romance languages (e.g., Italian, Catalan). Reflexive and re-

ciprocal expressions once had surta perfects, but these were soon

replaced by the alternative type, and by the early sixteenth century it was

only rrerbs expressing some fyPes of motion (ir, vnir, solir, etc', but not

onior, viajar,.t..; *hi.h occasionatty allowed the suu perfect (sonidos,

(etln) eswnida,beside hanido,havenido), and this possibiliry then rapidly

disappeared and simplification of the two fyPes to one was comPlete'l8

!.1.4.2 The Old Spanish strongpreterites

A further i*.-pl., 
""a " 

dramatic one, of the simplification to which

castilian has been subjected during the Middle Ages is providedby the

history of the strong preterites (those which carried the word stress on

the stem in the first and second persons singular). Medieval texts give

evidence of a broad array of such preterites, belonging to all three

verb-classes, although it is probable that not all the forms in the follow-

ing tist were Present simultaneously in any given Castilian variery:

5 l
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andwe/ andude/ andide 
'I 

walke d' , cotide 
'[ 

looked' , demandide
'[ 

sought', ili'I gave' , entride'l entered' , estove/ estude/ estide'I was';

aprfsi'llearned', 1trove'I dared', conuve 
'I knew', cope'Ifitted"

cixe'lcooked', crove'I believed' , despue 
'I 

spent',.;[ze'|made',

fui/ sove'l was', mise'lPUt', nLsque 
'I 

was born', ove'I had', pl'ogue
'[ pleased' ,pt:ue'I took', pude'l could', puse'Iput', quise
'l wished' , remase 

'I 
remaine d' , respuse 

'l 
replied' , sope 

'I knew"

tanxe'I touched, played', twe'lhad, held', troxe / traxe
'l 

brought' , vi/vide 
'I saw', yogue 

'I lay';

aduxe'l brought" cin)ce 
'l 

girded on" coniluxe 
'[ 

led" destruxe
'I 

destroye d', ilix;-'l said', escise'lwrote',fuxe'I fled', rise
'I laughed', son./lse'I smiled', tinxe'I dyed', vine'l carne', visque
'I 

lived'.

Of these forms, some were already infrequent in the earliest texts, but

the large majority had been abandoned by the end of the Middle Ages,

leavingonly the for-r printed inbold (which in some cases have under'

gone niinor restructuring of their vowels and/or consonants). In a few

."r.r, the loss of a strong preterite was caused by the complete loss of

the verb concerned from the spanish lexis (e.g., despise/despender,

remase/remanir),but more usually, the verb has survived but its strong

preterite has been replaced by a weak form (one whose word stress

.l*"yt falls on the ending). Thus entide gave way to its competitor

entrt, escnsewas replaced by escrevi(later escnbi), etc. This reduction of

srrong preterites marks a notable contrast between Castilian and, say,

French and ltalian, where a whole variery of stem-stressed Preterites

survive.re It is best explained by simplification of the verbal paradigms

which took place in medieval varieties of Castilian under conditions of

dialect mixing during the Reconquest'

3.1.4.3 The -erand -irverb classes

A case of morphological simplification, whose origins are to be found

in the earliest docunlents from the Castilian core area (Burgos and sur'

rounding towns), is ihe near-merger of the -er and -ir verb classes. Such

texts tho* that, already in the eleventh century, as noW there were few

differences of verbal ending between the two classes. No difference is

found befween the preterites of -er and-ir verbs, unlike what is observ'

able in orher areas (Men6nde z Pidal 1964: 364), where such contrasts

are found not only in the endings of the preterite paradigm but also in

those paradigms morphologically related to the preterite (the -ra para'

digm, at first carrying pluperfect meaning, and the past subjunctive -se

-ir:
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paradigm). In Castilian, the contrasts of endingberween verbs of these

rwo classes were reduced to four: infinitive -er vs -ir, first- and second-

person plural, present indicative -emos' -edes vs -imos, -ides, and plural

imperative -ed(e) vs -id(e).

It is true that there were some differences in the range of vowels

that could appearin the stems of the fwo verb classes (thus lil and lul

were excluded from the stem of -er verbs) and that certain stem-vowel

alternations (/e/ - lil and lol - l:ul: medir*mido, sobir-subo) were

limited to -irverbs. But even these differences were reduced over time

(through the loss of the lol-lul alternation, in favour of ltt l :

subir-subo),2o and Spanish verbal morphology is considerably simpler

in this area than that of almost all other Romance varieties.2r

3,1.5 Hyperdialectalism

Yakov Malkiel has identified a number of cases of what he terms
'excessive self-assertion' in the history of Hispano-Romance' instances

in which a lingUistic communiry selects or creates forms in order to

sharpen or exaggerate the difference berween its own forms of speech

and ihose of some other communiry with which it compares itself. For

example, he claims (1989) that in Medieval Portuguese a particular case

of verbal stem allomorphy, gradesco-grAdeces, was levelled to

agradego*agradeces in order to maximize the difference between that

,ruti.ry and Castilian, where the alternation grodesco-grade(s)ces (now

agradizco-agradeces) was a characteristic and increasingly frequent

pattern as it spread from the core grouP of verbs, whose Latin ances-

iors had had inceptive or'inchoative' meaning, to other groups.

Malkiel apParently envisages this process occurring at a distance,

by reaction of one communiry to the speech of another. If, however,

we take the view that linguistic change of all rypes is originated

through accommodation in circumstances of face-to-face interaction,

then such action at a distance cannot be understood. However, in cir-

cumstances of dialect contact, it is easier to see how cases like the one

cited by Malkiel can arise, provided we reinterpret them as cases of

hyperdialectalism.
Hyperdialectalisms are interdialect forms (see 3.1.2 and Trudgill

(1936: 68-9)) which originally do not exist in either of two varieties in

contact, but which are created in one variety in order to sharpen the

difference or to regularize the contrasts befween it and the other. Thus,

in a contact situation in medieval Portugal in which speakers recognize
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C A S T I L I A N ,  E T C . P O R T U G U E S E

fago,faga fago,faga

yago, y48a jago,jaga

gradesco, gradesca gradesco, gradesca ( a) gradego, ( a) gr adeg a

Toble 3.8 Hyperdiolectolism in Porluguese

that the /t'/ which they frequently use at the end of the stem in the

first-person singular and in all persons of the Present subjunctive (e.g'

fago, faga 
't 

letc) do" medi eval iago, jaga'l (etc.) lie') corresponds to a

non-sibila nt (e.g.,fago,foyo; yago, y/,ga) in other varieties, not necessari-

ly Castiliarr, *hiJh itr.y-tr."t from some of their interlocutors, they

may be led to introduce /t'/ into the relevant forms of verbs whose

stems previously did not end with a sibilant, in the way suggested in

Table 3.8.22

Reallocation of variants

Following a period of dialect mixing, such as repeatedly occurred in

medieval Spain, we have seen that the normal pattern of development

is for th. gre.t abundance of variants to be reduced through levelling

and simplification. However, it is observable in rnodern situations of

3 . 1 . 6

dialecr conracr (Trudgilt 1986: ll0-26)that, even after such koiniization 
'

has taken place, there may be a residue of competing forms' These sur' I

viving variants, which had earlier been brought together by speakers

from distinct regions, are frequently reallocated, that is, they cease to

be geographic"i variants and become associated with differences of

social class, or with differences of register'

A possible case of such reallocation can be seen in the American'

Spanish distribution of the phoneme lhl , as it occurs in words

descended from Latin words which began with r-. No doubt in the

early communities established in the Americas there were speaker$

*ho prorrounced such words as hilar'to spin' and humo'smoke' with

initiai /h/, while others Pronounced them ll\iltl and lirmo/' Thi$

variation had its cause in the different parts of the Peninsula front

which the colonists came. we saw earlier (3.1,3.2) that in the sixteenth

century (the period when Castilian began to be carried to America)'

much of Old Castile was an area of /h/-dropping, while in other area$
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(such as Cantabria, New Castile, Extremadura, and Andalusia) speak-

ers retained initial lhl in their pronunciation. But a comPetition of

forms which had its origins in geographical variation aPPears to have

been transmuted into a case of social-class variation. The articulation

of lhl in words hkehilar is found today throughout Spanish-speaking

America (Lapesa 1980: 574;Zamon1967:413-14),but is now confined

to uneducated speakers, in rural and urban settings, while educated

Spanish-American varieties, like their Peninsular counterparts, lack

lhl inwords of this class.23

The process of reallocation of originally geographical variants

may provide a useful approach to the understanding of certain recalci-

trant facts observable in the history of Castilian (and of other lan-

guages). Provided we bear in mind that language history is not a matter

of smooth linear development, by which a single variery undergoes a

series of changes and emerges transformed, but is a process full of

detours, hiccups, backtrackings and blind alleys, the reallocation phe-

nomenon may help us to solve rwo closely related ryPes of problem.

On the one hand, in all languages we find instances in which a single

item, observable at one phase, gives rise, at a later stage, to different

and competing results within a single variery. On the other, there are

those many instances in which we observe, in the past, the results of

competing developments, coexisting in the same territory and where

one of the competitors is chosen, apparently arbitrarily, for survival,

while the otheris abandoned.

The first of these cases was illustrated in the first paragraph of

this chapter, with an example taken from the history of Castilian (the

competing outcomes of Nc when followed by a front vowel, epito-

mizedby tafier, encla, quinientos). A possible explanation for such a case

is that the three different treatments of the Latin consonant grouP

were once Cypical of distinct zones, from which separate groups of

speakers were drawn, speakers who came together during the process

of settlement of reconquered territory. The normal result of such

contact, as we have seen, is that one of the variants comes to be

adopted by the whole communiry (i.e. levelling takes place whereby all

eligible expressions come to display the feature in question). We have

also seen that the successful variant may be the one used by the major-

ity of speakers, but may alternatively be a minoriry variant, provided

that such a variant offers some advantage of simplicity in the newly

emerging koini. But what happens if there are few exPonents of the

feature in question? If there is just a handful of words, for example, in
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which the communiry is divided over whether to use one of two or

three rival pronunciations, then it may be that no consensus emerges.

The result of this may be that competing forms (e.9., tafier vs tanzer)

continue to circulate.2a What one would then predict (as usual, on the

basis of modern sociolinguistic studies) is that competing variants

would acquire different prestige, that is that geographical variation

would be converted into social variation. Such reallocation of variants

may proceed on an arbitrary basis, or there may be some hidden prin'

ciples at work which have not yet been laid bare, but whichever of the

competing variants comes to acquire high status, that is likely to be

the form which is reflected in writing (since writing normally reflects

the usage of high-status sectors of the commutiry) and which, if a

standard is in the process of formation (see 7.f ), will become part of

that standard.
It is in terms of such reallocation that we should attempt to

understand some of the minor quirks and apparent contradictions of

linguistic history. By way of experiment only, we present a few cases'

from the history of Spanish, in which reallocation may have an

explanatory role.

The treatment of the I o I of spoken Latin (6 or ti of Classical

Latin) when stressed and followed by the sequence /nj I (l nl followed

by a palatal glide, corresPonding to the spellings NE or NI of Classical

Latin) shows a double outcome. On the one hand cuNEU produceS

cufio'die-stamp' (whence cufro'wedge'), showing raising of the stressed

vowel to the high position (/u/) followed by assimilation of lnjl to

lpl . On the other hand, cIcONIA 
'storK, which displayed the same

sequence [6nj] in spoken Latin, becomes cigiiefia, showing transfer o[

the glide to the preceding syllable (*[t'ig6ina]) followed by both palatal..

izarionof lnl to /p I andreplacement of toil by [w6] (for which the

are precedents elsewhere in the language (e.g., AUGURIU > [ag6lro]

agiiero 
'omen')). 

Although we can perhaps rule out the existence of

alternant *cuefro'die-stamp', through avoidance of near-homo

with the taboo item cofio'vagina', it is entirely pop-sible that a
*cigufia'stork' existed, as a comPetitor of the ultimately suc

cigiiefra.25
In another case of competition between alternants

descended from rare word-structures, Old Spanish form vergti
'shame' (< vrnEcuNnte), similarly structured to successful ci

was ultimately discarded. This attested alternant was ousted

vergiienga, the form later selected as standard (and eventually

3.2 Woves

vergiienza), but the long coexistence of the rwo rypes, possibly differen_
tiated by connorarions of prestige, was possiblyfivoured bythe rarity
of the original sequence -uNDrA and therefore of both its Castilian
descenda nts -uefra and -uenga. z a

In the case of the Latin slNcurds, both the successful sendos and
an alternant sefios 'one each' are found in thirteenth-century texts, but
the latter thereafter disappears from the written record, no doubt
because of its low prestige.

Variation between alternative outcomes of the same original
segment is further illustrated by the rrearment in Castilian of iatin
words beginning with non-syllabic [iJ grouped with a following back
vowel (e.g., rocu 'yoke', ruNcu 'reed'). 

rn this case, the words that fit
the description are slightly more numerous rhan in the previous cases,
but the total number is still row. Although the ourcome represenred by
rOcu > yugo is usually regarded as the rypical castilian ireatment of
this sequence, it is also to be borne in mind that words with meanings
related to local flora are unlikely to be roans from other regions, so that
we should keep open the possibiliry that these forms, 

-and 
the few

others like them, are rhe result of reallocarion of competing forms
g"so vs jugo, )runco vs junco, etc.), brought together i,r th. same
castilian communities through the process of me&e.'al resettlemenr.

Woves

The use of the image of the wave, to represent the spread of an inno-
vation across a territory, is farfrom new in linguistics. It was introduced
into Indo-European philology byJohannes sitrmiat eil72),ro explain
certain similarities berween the features of differenr branches oi the
Indo-European family and was further refined by saussure (r960:
206-8), who likened the boundary of the area occupied by a new
feature ro the ourermost edge of an undulatingflood. tihas rrot 

"l*"y,been nored, however, that (pace pulgram lsszl the imag. of th.
encroaching wave is quite incompatible with that of the geie"logical
tree (see 2.i.1), since the wave can only spread across a dialect contin_
uum and must be halted where one continuum abuts upon another
(see 2.5.2), that is, using the imagery of the tree, a wave cannot pass
from branch to branch.2z Attemftr to reconcile these two models of
linguistic relatedness, such as thar of Malkiel (19g3), confirm that, so
long as one is dealing with a dialect conrinuum, the image of the
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spreading wave of innovation is the only appropriate one, while the

image of the uee can only be used (if at all; see 2,r,1) in cases of geo-

graphical discontinuity berween what were once segments of the same

continuum.
Provided that it is remembered that the reality which underlies

the image of the wave is one in which innovations are spread as a result

of imitation of one speaker by another in face-to-face interaction, then

the wave image is a useful one, and will be used repeatedly in what

follows.tB

3.2.1 Isoglosses

The notion of the isogloss, introducedin Section2.l, can now be more

rigorously defined as a line, drawn on a linguistic map, which delimits

an area or areas occupied by a particular feature (say, a sound, or a

grammatical item, or a particular word to express a given concePt) and

divides it from another area or areas in which a different feature is used

under the same linguistic clrcumstdnces (a different sound, a different

grammatical feature, a different word to express the same concept, a

different meaning attached to the same word, etc.). tn the context of

wave theory, the isogloss can be enviSaged as the outer edge of a ripple

emanating from some point in the territory concerned. It is worth

reminding ourselves that what this means in human terms is that the

point from which the wave spreads is some town or city whose inhabi-

tants have acquired higher social prestige than those living in surround-

ing areas, and that some feature of the speech of the high-prestige

group has been imitatedby those in their immediate vicinity, who have

in turn passed this feature on, through imitation, to individuals living a

little further from the prestige centre, and so on. The reasons for the

special prestige associated with our centre of radiation lie outside the

domain of linguistics, and are related to such matters as wealth, politi

cal power, enhanced educational status, etc.

The drawing of an isogloss on a map, as a result of a dialect inves-

tigation, cannot, by itself tell us in which direction that isogloss is

moving (or indeed if it is moving at all), since a map with an isogloss

drawn on it is a mere snapshot taken at one moment in time, and does

not tell us which of the two features it separates is the innovation and

which is the older feature.2e For example, it is possible to draw a map of

the Peninsula with an isogloss which ,.p"r"i., the area in which the

diphthong [61] appears in the suffix -eiro (Latin -inru) from a larger area

3.2 Woves

t6 i1

t6 l

lsogloss seporoting [-6i] from [6] in -eiro, -erc,-er

in which the corresponding suffix (-ero/-er) contains the simple vowel

[6] (Figure 3.r). In order to determine in which direction this isogloss is
moving, we needinformation from an earlierperiod. Such information
would ideally stem from an earlier, identical inquiry, but such informa-
tion is unlikely to be available, and we have to make do with partial
information from written sources. Since we have pre-twelfth-cenrury

texts from northern Castile which display spellings such as -eiro

(MendndezPidal 1964:734, 483), spellings which suggest (but do not
prove) that the pronunciation [6i] was once used where [6] now occurs,
and since Southern Portuguese [6] (in forms whose standard spelling
shows ei; e.g., -eiro) appears to be affecting central Portugal, it is rea-

sonable to conclude that the isogloss in Figure 3.1 is receding towards
the northwest.

There is one configuration of isoglosses which allows us, almost

unambiguously, to determine the direction of movement without
information from earlier periods. The map in Figure 3.2 shows a single
isogloss which delimits four zones in which the plural marker {-es}
appears in the case of feminine nouns and adjectives whose singular is
markedby {-r} (e.g., cAses'houses', pluralof casa).lt ii overwhelmingly
likely that the three western zones are contracting, since if they were to
be expanding, our conclusion would have to be that three separate
centres of influence were radiating out the same feature, a possibiliry
which is inherently unlikely In fact, the likelihood is that these three
western zones were once part of a single zone,which fragmented as it
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casas

60

Figure 3.2 lsogloss demorcoting Peninsulor zones of coses vs (oslt

contracted, since some Parts of the zone (no doubt those parts whose

contacts with the outside were weakest) were more resistant than

others to the incoming feature (plural in {-as}).30
Although it is frequently possible to establish that an isogloss is

currently moving, and the direction of its movement, there are also

cases in which an isogloss is seen to be static. Such cases most notably

include isoglosses which have receded towards a frontier, beyond

which the prestige centre which drives it has no Power to attract

further imitation. This was the situation envisaged in 2.5.2, and can be

illustrated by those isoglosses which have come to coincide with the

French-Spanish frontier in the central Pyrenees (Guiter 1983).

Also to be included among the now static isoglosses are those

whose position was determinedby movement of population (see 2.5.2

and a.t,3). Some of the superimposed isoglosses which separate

Castilian features from Portuguese features from the Douro/Duero to

the mouth of the Guadiana owe their position to two similar but dis-

tinct but parallel movements of population. As the counry of Portugal

(from 1143 the kingdom of Portugal) expanded its territory south-

wards down the western coastal region of the Peninsula, people from

what is now the northern third of Portugal were resettled in more and

more southerly areas, within frontiers fixed by conquest or treaty.

These settlers would be speakers of varieties from that segment of the

Peninsular dialect continuum which belonged to the Oporto area and

adjacent zones and their varieties of speech would be subject to the
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processes of dialect levelling which are implicit in all cases of resettle-

ment (see 3.1.3). Meanwhile, or a little later, a separate resettlement

process was taking place in neighbouring territories to the east; there,

speakers of varieties belonging to a separate segment of the Peninsular

dialect continuum (perhaps principally from the Leon and Burgos

regions, but no doubt encompassing speakers from many other north-

central zones) were subject to dialect levelling as they resettled areas

adjacent to those of Portugal.3r The result of these parallel processes

was that the isoglosses which track the differences of speech between

these two groups of settlers coincidedwith a political frontier, since the

western group did not settle east of the Portuguese frontier and the

inland group did not settle to the west of that frontier.

lt is also implicit in this argument that, in the period since the

resettlement of these areas, contacts across the frontier have been less

frequent and important than those which linked people on either side

of the frontier with their respective prestige centres, to the west

(Lisbon)-and to the east (Toledo). Otherwise, processes of accommo-

dation befween speakers on either side of the frontier would ensure

increasing similarity of speech, a result which would be demonsrated

on the map by non-coincidence between the relevant isoglosses and

the frontier. This pattern is not in fact observed.32

To exemplifr this process of dialect-boundary creation, let us take

the case of rwo isoglosses which reflect the separation of Portuguese

varieties from those spoken on the eastern side of the Portuguese fron-

tier. On the one hand, we shall consider the isogloss which seParates

those (western) zones where the diphthong [6p] is used (in words like

pouco) from those (central and eastern) zones where corresponding

words contain 16l (poco, etc.). On the other hand, we shall take the

isogloss marking the extent of those varieties which show undiphthon-

gized t6l (in words bke pedra) by contrast with those varieties which

show the diphthong [6] (inpiedra, etc.). These rwo isoglosses are well

separated in the north of the Peninsula, cutting through the dialect

continuum with widely different trajectories, and with the first well to

the east of the second at the north coast (see, for example, Zamora

1967, map berween pp. 84 and 85). However, they converge (with one

another and with a number of other isoglosses) at a point on the

Portuguese-spanish frontier, below the Portuguese town of Miranda

do Douro, and thereafter coincide exactly, following the frontier down

to the Atlantic at the mouth of the Guadiana, except where theyjointly

diverge eastward from the frontier to encompass three enclaves on

6 l
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Spanish territory resulting from redrawing of the frontier, where the

varieties spoken have a predominance of Portuguese features (includ-

ing lack of diphthongs in words Llke pedra, but the diphthong [og] in

words like poucil. This near-coincidence between isoglosses and fron-

rier (total coincidence if one takes account of frontier-shifts) is brought

about in the way discussed above: whereas the settlers on the western

side of the frontier spoke varieties which (probably) all lacked diph-

thongization in words likepedraand all showed [69] in words likepouco,

settlers on the east of the line came from a variety of areas, some of

which were characterizedby both of these features (e.9., El Bierzo,

etc., with pedra, poua,t), some by only the second (e.g., Astorga, etc.,

with piedrA, [,oucu), and the majority probably from areas where

neither feature existed (with piedra, poco). On the west, then, there was

unanimiry in this respect, while on the east dialectal variery was

reduced, through normal contact processes during resettlement (see

Section 3.3), in favour of the piedra, poco variants.33 Because the rwo

resettlement processes took place under the aegis of separate king-

doms, opportunities for linguistic accommodation berween speakers

on one side of the frontier with those on the other were few and did not

result in any adaptation with regard to these features. The isoglosses

separatingthe two traditions have therefore continued to coincide with

the frontier.

Other cases of static isoglosses are not due to movement of pop-

ulations, but to the fact that both features separated by the isogloss are

recessive, challenged equally by a standard feature. Thus, the isogloss

which today separates, on the east, the use of an initial aspirate lhl in

words likehierro,hilnr,huso,from the corresponding use of lf I , onthe

west (i.e., fierro, fiIar, fusu), runs close to the river Sella in eastern

Asturias (Figure 3.3): Men €ndez Pidal (1964: 214,219) claims that this

isogloss reflects an ancient, pre-Roman ethnic boundary, one which

separated the Astures (who learned and maintained the Latin labio'

dental fricative lf ll to the east, from the Cantabrians, a group who

(like the Vascones) lacked any labiodentals in their native phonemic

inventory and consequently had difficulry in imitating the Latin

phoneme, replacing it with their most similar native phoneme,

namely lhl .34 Whether or not this explanation for the innovation can

be sustained, it is arguably true that the lfl vs /h/ isogloss has

remained static for centuries. The explanation for this lack of move-

ment no doubt lies in the fact that, in the class of words concerned

(descended from Latin words displaying initial r-) the [f] and the [h]
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tlgure 3,3 lsogloss seporoting /t/ ond /h/ in filor-hilor, elc.

variants have equally low prestige, belonging now only to the speech

of the uneducated rural population. Neithervariant is liable to be imi-

tated by those who do not already use it, which is to say that there is no

longer any power to drive the isogloss in any direction, a Power which

has been lacking for centuries. What is happening, by contrast, is that

the standard variant, namely l@)(i.e., absence of initial consonant), is

steadily encroaching upon both [f] and [h] as the urban/educated pro-

nunciation is increasingly adopted by rural speakers.3s Once this

process is complete, that is, once every rural word of the type lfil6t /

or / Iflfur I has been replacedby the standard type I llfu / hilar,the /f/ vs

/h/ isogloss will be obliterated without having moved for centuries.

3.3 Sociol networks ond speed of chonge

Having considered the way in which linguistic innovations travel

through geographical space, or may be impeded from so doing, we

turn our attention to the factors which govern the propagation of inno-

vations through social space, that is, how a feature which originates in

one part of the social matrix may spread through other parts of the

marrix, or be inhibited from doing so. It should be remembered that

the basic mechanisms in both cases are identical: innovations are

passed from one individual to another through the accommodation

processes which occur in face-to-face contacts. Occasionally, a feature
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which has been adopted temPorarily under such conditions may

become part of the normal lingUistic behaviour of the recipient' and

may therefore be passed on to other individuals'

The ultimate problem facing historical linguistics is starkly posed

byWeinreich, Labov and Herzogin the followingway:

why do changes in structural features take place in a particular

language 
", "!i',r.r, 

time, but not in other languages with the

same featur.,-or in the same language at other times? This

actuation problem may be regarded as the very heart of the

matter. (1958: 102)

But asJames Milroy admits (1992:20), we are no nearer to solving this

problem of causation than we are to forecasting whether it will rain in

a specific place ar a given time. Indeed, the ability to make linguistic

forecasts, an ability *ni.n would follow from the solution of the actua-

tion probl.*, -.y be totally beyond reach. However, there have been

significant 
"drn"rr.es 

in our understanding of the factors which encour-

.i. o, inhibit the spread of innovations, and which therefore govern

tfr'e speed at which iinguistic change takes place. These advances have

.o-. chiefly throughlhe applic.iio.t to language of social network

theory, .rp..i"lly inflre *ork carried out by Lesley andJames Milroy in

the UK and by William Labov in the US'

Social relations berween individuals can be represented by the

metaphor of the net, in which the knots stand for individual people and

the strings rePresent the connections between individuals' However'

unlike real nets, in which two knots are connected by only one string,

social networks reveal that rwo individuals may be connected ty

several or many links, such ties consisting of features such as the fol'

lowing: family relatedness, living in the same neighbourhood, having

the same place of work, attending the same P]ac3 of worship' spending

leisure time in the same places. t*o individuals who share one such '

link are said ro be joined by aweaktie, while two who share many links

are bound bY a strongtie.

Ir is noted thaigroups of individuals who are mutually linked by

srrong ties exhibit bJaviour in which traditional values 
"l...ottlTlYj

reinforced. This self-reinforcing aspect of the behaviour of closely knit;

groups extends to language, so th"t such groups will be -Tj],:ljtit

dirional forms of speechlnd will be resistant to changes originadn$

outside the group. Ho*..r.r, all strongly tied grouPs have conn.:":l

with other individuals and groups, rypically by simple or weak tie$i
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Whatis more, it follows from this discussion that social change, includ-
ing linguistic change, can be propagated from group to group only via
such weak ties.

The significance of these considerations, from the point of view
of language history, is that communities which are dominated by
strongly tied sub-groups are notably more resistanr to linguistic change
than are those communities in which most individuals are linked to
others via weak ties (see Milroy and Milroy 198i). Work by Lesley
Milroy on the working-class speech of Belfast (reported in Milroy t987)
helps to explain not only resistance to change of urban working-class
dialects, but also helps to demonstrare (through the study of rhe effecrs
of the movement of people into Belfast from the Ulster countryside)
that when migration from one area to another takes place this
inevitably leads to the breaking of strong ties, to the dominance of
weak ties, and at least some delay in the formation of new tightly knit
groups. That is, migration leads to the dominance of weak ties in a
community, and dominance of weak ties fosters linguistic change.
Societies on the move are likely to experience more linguistic change,
even substantially more change, than those which remain rooted for
long periods of time in the same place.

How are these observations related to the matter of change in
Spanish? The principle that movement fosters change can be demon-
strated repeatedly in the history of Castilian, and in fact has already
attracted our attention on a number of occasions. In discussing
dialect contacts (3.1), we have stressed that throughout the Middle
Ages and well into the modern period, speakers of Castilian have
been on the move, successively resettling areas in the centre and south
of the Peninsula, as the Reconquest of Islamic Spain progressed
southwards, then continuing the process overseas in the Canaries, the
Balkans (see also Chapter 6), and the Americas (Chapter 5). Not only
that, but the expansion of Madrid in the latter part of the sixteenth
century was achieved by substantial immigration from the north
(3.1.3). We have emphasized that the dialect mixing which resulted
from these movements of population had certain predictable results
(typically, levelling and simplification) on the language of the com-
munities concerned.

What interests us in this section is that the social history of
medieval and early modern Castile, involving repeated dissolution of
strong ties between members of northern communities, and the cre-
ation of new communities (in resettled areas) dominated bV weak
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social ties, leads us to predict a faster than average pace of linguistic

change in Castilian.
This rapid pace of change did not Pass unnoticed by the great his-

torians of Spanish, but it went unexplained. Men6ndez Pidal (1964:

472-82)discussed rogether the openness to change seen in the Castilian

language and certain essentially social changes: the rejection of written

Roman law (codified in the FueroJuzgil in favour of local, customary law;

the lessening of social stratification (there were fewer serfs in Castile,

and only one degree of nobiliry, rather than the two that existed in more

conservative Leon); the early adoption of Carolingian script (rather than

the traditional Visigothic script); political resistance to backward-

looking Leon; openness to Moorish customs in matters of dress, etc. [t is

true that these are social changes which, for the most part, affected the

wealthier sector of Castilian sociery but we can perhaps infer from them

that social change was also occurring at other levels, spurred by the more

radical movement of population that occurred in Castilian territory, by

contrast with other Romance-speaking areas, including most other

Peninsular territories. The movements of population, we can speculate,

fostered a sociery structured in terms of weak ties, along which linguistic

innovations were free to spread. These innovations, usually identified as

evidence of the 
'revolutionary' character of Castilian, aPPear to have

spread successively and rapidly through Castilian society in the period of

the early Reconquest. They include the following:36

I Use of lhl or l@lin the class of words descended from those

which contained lfl in standard Latin (for example, using

modern spelling, hablnr, ahogar, etc.), by contrast with the reten-

tion of /f/ elsewhere in the Peninsula.

Use of l3l in the class of words descended from those which in

Latin contained the consonant groups -c'L-, -G'L-, -LJ- (e.g',

ocuLU > ojo 
'.y. ', TEGULA > teja 

't i le', FoLIA > hoia 
' leaf') by

contrast with the I ['l used in most other areas'37

Use of /t'/ (later lel)inthe class of words descended from those

which in Latin contained -scJ- or -sc- followed by a front vowel

(e.g., AscIATA > OSp. agada> azada 
'hoe', MISCERE > mecer'to

wag, rock'), by contrast with the /J/ used in other parts of the

Peninsula.

Loss of the initial phoneme in the class of words whose Latin

etyma showed word-initial r- or c- followedby an unstressed front

vowel (e.g., *IsNuinlu (fot tenuintu) > enero January',

G E N E S T A
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varieties of Hispano-Romance, which retain a palatal consonant

in this class of words.

It should be noted that many of the cases examined in 3.1.3 and

3,L.4 as instances of simplification and levelling under conditions of

dialect contact can also be seen as instances of the enhanced rate of

change observable in Castilian, since the resettlements which led to

dialect mixture also resulted (we must presume) in the predominance

of weak social ties in the new communities, conditions which we know

promote rapid change.

In this context, it is worth emphasizing the correlation which

exists, among the totaliry of the present-day varieties of Peninsular

Romance, between the geographical latitude to which a given variefy

belongs and the degree of change to which it has been subjected.

Certainly this effect is most notable in the Castilian zone, where least

innovation (i.e., greatest conservatism) is seen in Cantabria and

increasingly greater degrees of innovation are seen as one progresses

through Old Castile, New Castile, and reaches Andalusia, perhaps

owing to the progressively larger and more complex movements of

population which took place in Castilian territory, by contrast with

other Peninsular territories. Nevertheless, similar patterns (of increas-

ing degrees of innovation as one examines more and more southerly

varieties) are observable onboth flanks of the Peninsula. In Portugal, it

is an oft-repeated observation that the dialects of Entre-Douro-e-

Minho and of Tris-os-Montes are the most conservative, with increas-

ing degrees of change visible in the central areas (including Lisbon),

and with the greatest degree of innovation to be found in the varieties

spoken in the Algarve.3s A similarbut not identical pattern can be seen

on the eastern side of the Peninsula, where the most conservative vari-

eties of Catalan are to be found in the Pyrenees, especially in northern

L6rida, and the most innovatoryin the Valencia atea.te

3.4 Direction of chonge through society

Linguistic changes that gain ground in sociery do so by being imitated

and adopted by an increasing number of individuals, through face-to-

face contacts, and, as we have seen (1.3), such imitation necessarily takes

place berween individuals who are connected by weak social ties. Our

concern here is to consider the ways in which changes are transmitted

from one part of the social matrix to another, and in this consideration
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we find further confirmation that change is almost exclusively propa-
gated via weak ties. Pairs or groups of individuals who are linked by
strong ties, that is those who are joined by multiplex bonds, of necessity
belong to the same segment of the social matrix: they have similar jobs,
live in the same localiry may be members of the same family, enjoy the
same pastimes, and so on. Because of the mutually reinforcing nature of
these relationships, such individuals are overwhelmingly likely to use
closely similar varieties of speech. Any feature which belongs to a group
with other social characteristics can only reach the group under consid-
eration by travelling along ties which link one group with another, links
which must be predominantly simple or weak, since a group of individ-
uals who share many social characteristics with another group are likely
to be linked to the latter by the multiplex contacts that these similarities
imply.

For an innovation to gain ground within a social group, it has to
- be adopted by some lead-individual within the group, after which it

may be quickly adopted by the other members of the group (Milroy
and Milroy l9S5). But more important from our point of view are the
reasons why innovations pass from group to group, that is, why one
individual imitates a feature of the speech of another individual to
whom he or she is weakly linked. Although it seems reasonably clear
that not all innovations are equally likely to spread (the alternative view
is that not all innovations are equally likely to occar in a given speech
variery but, having occurred, all have the same potentialiry to spread),
the main driving force behind the spread of any feature is the relative
prestige of the individuals involved. Prestige is, of course, not a linguis-
tic matter, but consists of a number of traits (which we shall not
attempt to enumerate) possessed in differing degrees by any specific
individual;ao this prestige may then be associated with any particular
linguistic item or set of items used by that individual, increasing its like-
lihood (in differing degrees) of being imitated by others.

If, as seems to be the case, the main or only reason for the spread
of a feature is the prestige associated with it, it should not be forgotten
that prestige may be overt or covert, and that social spread may there-
fore be top-down or bottom-up.

3.4.1 Downward change

The kind of imitation of linguistic innovations which is due to the
overt prestige of the individuals already using such innovations is
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usually viewed as spreading'down' through society. Thus one is more
likely to imitate a feature which is heard to belong to the speech of an
individual who is more powerful, rich, etc., than oneself than to
imitate a feature heard in the speech of someone 

'lower' 
than oneself

in the social pecking order. This 
'downward' 

spread of linguistic
change seems to be common in all societies, and has been amply docu-
mented in sociolinguistic studies such as William Labov's now classic
study (1966) of the downward spread of post-vocalic I r I in the previ-
ously non-rhotic speech of New York.

3,4.2 Upward change

Scarcely less usual, and evidently important, is the process by which
changes are propagated'upwards'through society, from less to more
privileged groupS. Certain styles of behaviour, prominent among
which are those exhibiting 

'street 
credibility' and worldly wisdom,

although they are exhibited by individuals who have a small share in
wealth, education, etc., may nevertheless possess prestige, of a covert
kind. Such styles, which of course include features of linguistic behav-
iouE may therefore be viewed positively and imitared not only by those
of the same social level, but by rhose at 'higher'points 

on the socio-eco-
nomic continuum. A case in point which is frequently cited in this
context is the spread of the diphthong lw|l rhrough French sociery
following the Revolution, at the expense of I w6.l in words Lrke roi, moi.
Previously a low-prestige feature of Parisian French, this item became
associated with the newly acquired prestige of working-class social
sryles and was more widely imitated, perhaps out of a sense of solidar-
ity with the ideals of the Revolution (see von'Warrburg 1958: 229, and,
for the spread of lower-class Parisian features in general, Lodge 1993:
228-e).

A feature of pronunciation which appears ro be spreading in this
way in current Peninsular Spanish is the weakening of syllable-final / s /
to an aspirate articulation, thar is, the pronunciation faBihpah], 16htoh1,
[m6hkah] in words hke avispas, estos, mosclq etc. (see 4,1,7.2.4).
Attested from the sixteenth century in the sourh of Spain, and presum-
ably in use there rather earlier in humble social groups, this feature
begins to be noted in central Spain in the nineteenth century,
specifically in working-class Madrid varieries, and was conceivably
brought to the capital by immigranrs from the south. It surfaces, for
example, in the novels of Benito Ptrez Gald6s, in cases where he is
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portraying rhe speech of individuals from this background (Lapesa

1980: 502).4r Since then, it appears to have advanced somewhat

through the social matrix, so that, even if it is still mostly absent from

educated Madrid speech, it is no longer confined to working-class vari-

eties.

3.5 Lexicol diffusion

So far we have discussed the spread of linguistic features through geo-

graphical and social sPace as if each innovation simultaneously

affected every lexical item or syntagma that was eligible for that change

(by offering the specific conditions required for such a change to take

place). However, such a view is a simplification, and we now need to

make clear that innovations proceed through space and through

sociery wordby word. This is what is meant by lexical diffirsion, which

emphasizes that during the spread of any change some words are

affected before others, or, to look at the process from the other angle,

some words are more resistant to change than others. Those which are

more resistant to change will usually be those lexical items which

signifr aspects of reality which are central to the concerns of the com-

munity whose speech is potentially open to the change in quesdon.

This differential diffirsion of sound change has been evident at least

since the publication of the Atloslinguistique delnFrance (ALF 1903-10);

rhe maps inJaberg (1959), based upon rhe ALF, demonstrate the way in

which, at the beginning of this century, the change by which / k/ (in the

reflexes of Latin words containing initial ca-, such as centinr,

ceNoEre, cAMpu) is replaced by /J/ (standard F.rench chanter'ta

sing', chandelle'candle', champ 
'field', 

etc.), in northeastern and in ,'

southern France, has progressed to a different extent in the case of each

word examined. The isoglosses which reflect the advance of I I I atthe

expense of lkl do not coincide exactly, and are sometimes markedly

divergent, and it is evident that the rate of advance is more rapid in

words associated with supralocal concerns and least rapid in the case of

words closely related with local lifesryles, such as names of farm imple'' 1
ments and farm activities.

Such lexical diffirsion of change is, of course, evident also in

Spanish. The isogloss which, in Cantabria, separates retention of initial

lhl inhacer 
'to 

do, make'from its deletion (i.e., the isogloss which

3.5 Lexicoldiffusion rr

separates lhaotr/ from I ao& l) is to be found further ro the west than
the isogloss which separates these Fwo pronunciations inhacha 

'axe'

(Penny 1984). The data provided by ALEA (t962-73: maps 1548-50,
L553, 1556) reveal a similar word-by-word retreat of lh/ in western
Andalusia. In the words hiel'bile', hotlin 'soot', 

hoz 'sickle', 
and moho

'mould', 
lhl appears in practically all the localities srudied in western

Andalusia, sometimes recorded alongside a form without /h/. By con-
trast with words such as these, which refer to concrete notions, the
abstract hambre'hunger' appears to be much more open to influence
from the standard, showinga large predominance of /h/-less forms, in
the same area of western Andalusia.

What has also become evident through work on lexical diffirsion
(see wang and cheng1977, and especially wang 1969) is thar some of
the words eligible for a change may neverbe affected by it. A residue of
unaffected words may be created when rwo or more competing
changes are taking place in a communiry in overlapping time periods.
while the first change is in progress, and part bur not all of the eligible
words have been affected by it, a second change may affect one of the
conditioning factors which make words eligible for the first change,
thereby removing their eligibiliry for it. we may illustrare the way in
which a residue is produced by examining rhe interplay berween rwo
changes in Castilian:

1 The already much-cited change of Latin y to lhl .
2 The process of diphthon gization whereby srressed short 6 of

Latin, havingbeen modified to mid-low [5], becomes [wd] (noNrr
> [p5nte] > puente 'bridge').

one view of the first change is that it is conditioned by a following syl-
labic nucleus, which in Latin and spanish must always be a vowel and
can never be a consonant or a glide.a2 The second change is condi-
tioned only by presence of word srress and is unaffected by any syllable-
initial elements that precede the vowel in question.

Let us begin by examining the circumsrance in which the two
changes do not overlap, and there is no residue. In some varieties of
Castilian, the northernmost ones, change (l) must have affected all or
almost all eligible words before change (2) spread into the area. As a
result, all of the words in Table 3.9 (in which r immediately precedes
the syllabic nucleus) had been affected. However, the words of the
pattern shown in Table 3.10, in which [f] is not pre-nuclear, could not
be affected by this change. when change (2) began to affect stressed [5],
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r0su

F O N T E

rabrrr'lE > lhemne] 
'hunger'

TSMINA > lhemna] 
'female'

r i cu

Toble 3.9 Lotin words contoining pre-nucleor [f]

FRoNTE > [frrnte] 
'forehead'

FRIGIDu > tfridol 
'cold'

Toble 3.10 iorly d"""lopmenl in Contobrio o[ Lotin *ords conloining [fr]

it simply converred [h5nte] and [fr5nte] to [hw6nte] and [frw6nte],but

did not orherwise affect the patterning of these grouPs of words'a3

Following the later adjustment tfrw6ntel > [fr6nte], these pronuncia"

tions have remained rrr.h"ng.d and are today preserved in the rural

speech of western Cantabria and eastern Asturias (Rodriguez-

casrellano l946,Penny 1984). In this area, then, all the etigible words

have been affectedbyboth changes' , .:
A different scenario is seen in castilian varieties spoken to the

sourh of Cantabria. There the two changes interfere with one another'

and produce a residue of words unaffect.a uy change (1I t" 
*::T:j

area, as Men6ndez Pidal's masterly examination of place-names sh

(1964:226-7),change (1) was later to begin' and began to spread f

t h e n o r t h a t a t i m e w h e n c h a n g e ( 2 ) h a d a l r e a d y b e g u n . I n t h i s

there musr still have been competition between innovatory [fu

and conservarive [f5nte] at the time [fl began to give way to [h] in i

diately pre-nuclear position, so that the outcome was variation be

tf,^r€;er and [h5nte]. As the alternation between [w6] and [5] was g

,rrlly resolrred in favour of [w6], so the variation between [fiv6nte]

thSntel was resolved into competition beNveen [fiv6nte] and fhwente]i

In the Burgos area,then, the change [fl > [h] has left a tttld:: 
I

unaffected words (fuente, fuera, fuelle, fuute, fuego'-etc')' although it h

to be added th.t ti. competitio. ber*..n ih.r. forms and-their.altt

nants ([hw6nte], [hw6ra], [hw€de], [hw€rte]' [hw6yo]' etc') has still t

been resolved. Rural speech in this area (and in many other areas

3.5 Lexicoldiffusion 73

Castile, Andalusia, and America) maintains the aspirated variants
(using a pronunciation identical with the local pronunciation of words
like juego), while the labiodental variants have become increasingly
identified with urban/educated varieties and were ultimately the
forms chosen as the standard ones in the later Middle Ages.aa


